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Abstract 

Building on a new model of institutions proposed by Aoki and the systemic approach to eco-
nomic civilizations outlined by Kuran, this paper attempts an analysis of the cultural founda-
tions of recent Chinese economic development. I argue that the cultural impact needs to be 
conceived as a creative process that involves linguistic entities and other public social items in 
order to provide integrative meaning to economic interactions and identities to different 
agents involved. I focus on three phenomena that stand at the center of economic culture in 
China, networks, localism and modernism. I eschew the standard dualism of individualism vs. 
collectivism in favour of a more detailed view on the self in social relationships. The Chinese 
pattern of social relations, guanxi, is also a constituent of localism, i.e. a peculiar arrangement 
and resulting dynamics of central-local interactions in governing the economy. Localism is 
balanced by culturalist controls of the center, which in contemporary China builds on the 
worldview of modernism. Thus, economic modernization is a cultural phenomenon on its own 
sake. I summarize these interactions in a process analysis based on Aoki’s framework. 
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1 Introduction: The trouble with culture in economics 

Today, cultural explanations loom large in modern economic analyses of the divergent per-
formance of nations, past and present, often referring to central intermediating variables such 
as ‘trust’ (Greif 1994, La Porta et al. 1997, Djankov et al. 2003, Guiso et al. 2006; with refer-
ence to China: Landes 2006). However, it is difficult to distinguish neatly between historical 
and cultural explanations, because the notion of culture is mostly introduced without a clearly 
elaborated theoretical foundation (which it shares with related concepts, such as social capital, 
see Durlauf 2002; compare Herrmann-Pillath 2010). In particular, given fuzzy boundaries of 
the concept of culture, it is difficult to distinguish neatly between cultural explanations and 
theories about institutional legacies (Acemoglu et al. 2001, Acemoglu et al. 2002). Very of-
ten, culture appears to be a certain generalized property of certain populations that directly 
affects behavior and that is inherited from earlier generations via cultural transmission, and 
often checked via population-of-origin dummies (e.g. Fernandez and Fogli 2009 or Algan and 
Cahuc 2009). Most of this research is not based on a fully-fledged theory of culture, espe-
cially with reference to the relation between micro-level transmission mechanisms and aggre-
gate phenomena, which are normally in focus when talking about ‘cultures’ in anthropology 
and sociology.  

One example is the individualism/collectivism dichotomy that plays an important role in both 
economics and management sciences when dealing with past and contemporary economic 
systems (Greif 1994, Greif and Tabellini 2010, Hofstede 1991). Thus, collectivism is seen as 
a behavioral feature that can be also detected via survey methods or experiments, but is 
mainly interpreted as a summary description of a set of generating values that correlate with 
certain social-structural patterns, manifesting continuity from past to present times. It is 
straightforward to see that in this picture it is difficult to distinguish neatly between external 
and internal determinants of behavior, and even the concept of culture is not clearly posi-
tioned in this duality. Culture can be both a behavioral pattern and a set of values and beliefs, 
and it can be generated both by external conditions, such as certain institutions, and those be-
liefs. Obviously, the continuity of behavioral patterns could be explained by the continuity of 
certain institutions, without any reference to values, and the continuity of institutions could be 
explained by certain endogenous dynamics independent from those values, too. In this case, a 
cultural explanation would become redundant, relative to an historical account of institutions, 
unless culture would be defined as those very patterns, without internalist references. But 
even then the question seems legitimate which particular additional insight is achieved by 
introducing the concept of culture. 

In this paper, I venture a cultural analysis of some aspects of the recent institutional evolution 
and economic performance in China. Following Kuran’s recent contributions (especially 
Kuran 2009), I adopt a de-constructionist approach to culture. Kuran proposes to distinguish 
between the concepts of ‘civilization’ and ‘culture’, and treats civilizations as the larger units, 
compared to cultural mechanisms, and he emphasizes the complex interdependencies between 
different cultural mechanisms, in particular the unintended consequences of cultural behavior. 
This idea seems to offer a promising solution to the micro-macro gap alluded to previously, 
because cultural mechanisms can be still seen as micro-level phenomena, and the complemen-
tarities as the causal mechanisms that generate the macro-level phenomena. This approach 
concurs with my own approach to China in the past three decades of analysing cultural factors 
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in her development, if only the semantic oscillation between the Anglo-Saxon and the Conti-
nental-European uses of ‘civilization’ and ‘culture’ are heeded attention to (Herrmann-Pillath 
1994, 2006, 2009a). Very often, the English ‘civilization’ is the German ‘Kultur’. But this is a 
mere superficial play with words. What is essential is Kuran’s idea of systemicity of civiliza-
tions, which establishes patterns of cultural mechanisms, and these patterns are the missing 
link between the micro- and the macrolevel. 

The paper proceeds as follows. I develop the theoretical approach in section 2, mainly based 
on an extension of Aoki’s recent approach to institutional analysis, which allows to specify 
the causal dynamics of the mico-macro link. In the third section, I analyze three core cultural 
phenomena in China, networks, localism and modernism, which I summarize in a theoretical 
overview by way of conclusion in section 4. 

2 The De-constructionist approach to culture 

In the recent economic uses of the term, culture appears to be an external constraint on indi-
vidual economic behavior, which is directly reflected in its impact in econometric models. 
This approach seems in stark tension with modern uses of the term in anthropology and phi-
losophy (which is only reflected in economics by some writers in the institutionalist school, 
see e.g. Mayhew 1994; in more detail see Herrmann-Pillath 2006). In these uses we have to 
reckon with the distinctions between cultural atomism and holism, and between cultural de-
terminism and creativity. Whereas the majority of economic approaches tend to adopt the 
position of cultural determinism recently (which paradoxically contradicts certain fundamen-
tals of mainstream theory, compare Jones 2006), many anthropologists would argue that the 
essential property of culture is creativity, hence novelty, that springs to the eye especially in 
the phenomena of cultural mergers and syntheses (for a programmatic statement, see Hannerz 
1992). Culture relates with the fundamental human capacity of sense-making, seen as a popu-
lation level phenomenon which involves sets of artefacts which are both the objects of cul-
tural creativity and the carriers of cultural meanings. This relates with the atomism/holism 
dichotomy, in turn (compare Ingold 1986, Brumann 1999). Culture is a set of cultural items, 
which can be mixed, transformed and transmitted in myriads of ways. At the same time, 
sense-making puts those items into the context of larger systems of human sense-making, 
such that the meaning of individual items is never independent from the meaning of other 
items. Thus, atomism and holism interact in the process of cultural change and innovation. 

2.1 ‘Emics’ and ‘etics’: The nature of cultural causation 

What does this anthropological perspective imply for economic analysis? The most important 
consequence refers to the notion of cultural causality. Picking up Kuran’s framework again, 
and adding the insights reaped from the previous definitions, we can distinguish between two 
sides of systemicity in the developmental trajectory of civilizations. I propose to introduce a 
classical methodological distinction in anthropology, namely ‘etics’ versus ‘emics’ (Harris 
1979), to deal with these two sides analytically. The terms have been motivated by the distinc-
tion between ‘phonetics’ and ‘phonemics’ in linguistics and refer to two different positions of 
the observers (Feleppa 1986, Headland et al. 1990). Phonetics decribes the sounds of lan-
guage by means of universally testable physical concepts applied by any kind of observers, 
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especially external ones. Phonemics classifies the sounds of language according to whether 
and how they discriminate between different meanings of words, which requires to adopt the 
position of the internal observer, because there are fundamental limits to differentiate mean-
ings by purely external observational criteria (the classic on this is Quine 1960). This dualism 
directly extends into cultural analysis in general, as the ‘etic’ view would identify generic 
aspects of culture which are driven by causal forces that are independent from internal proc-
esses of sense-making, whereas the ‘emic’ approach highlights the role of the latter. The dis-
tinction also allows to focus on the relation between atomism and holism in cultural analysis, 
because the etical analysis can isolate single cultural mechanisms and also compare them 
across cultures, whereas emic analysis needs to treat single acts of sense-making in the con-
text of the totality of meanings in a given culture, since the meaning of all single acts depend 
on cultural discriminations against the meanings of other acts. 

The dualism of etics and emics is particularly useful to analyze the role of complementarities 
in economic systems. One is the role of institutional complementarities in the sense of techno-
logical complementarities between the actions conditioned on those institutions. This is the 
‘materialist’ dimension in Kuran’s terms, and refers to all direct impacts on the pay-offs that 
actors generate in their complementary actions. These technological complementarities are 
amenable to etic analysis. The etic approach relies on empirical data that can be confirmed 
concurrently by external and internal observers, such as profits generated from certain eco-
nomic actions, productivity measures etc. One classical analysis of etic institutional comple-
mentarities is Aoki’s (1988) comparative analysis of the Japanese and the US American la-
bour and capital markets (J-firm vs. A-firm). Aoki showed that similar levels of economic 
performance, however with distinct structural patterns of specialization, can be achieved with 
very different forms of economic organization, if they complement each other across sectors 
and even domains (economy and political system) (for a related analysis of complementarities 
in international specialization, see Grossman and Maggi 2000). 

The other side of complementarities is the cultural complementarity which emerges from the 
simultaneous processes of sense-making on the individual and the population level. This can 
be analyzed in terms of emic analysis. For example, in the technological, i.e. etic complemen-
tarities between the capital markets and the labour markets, meanings come into play when 
defining the roles of different actors. The technological functions of actors root in their identi-
ties, which reflect they ways how the give meaning to their actions and the actions of others. 
For example, the meaning of the role of a ‘manager’ differs substantially across different 
countries and cultures (see Hofstede 2007), which can support and even leverage the material 
systemicity of the action taken, culminating in distinct styles and cultures of management 
(such as when comparing the American and the German one, see Abelshauser 2003, Arm-
brüster 2005). This observation can be generalized: Considering socio-economic systems as 
consisting of sequences of interactions between actors, the etic dimension of complementari-
ties refers to the mutual conditioning of pay-offs for the different agents, and the emic dimen-
sion refers to the coordination of their identities as actors through interactive sense-making. In 
this view, there is no arbitrary way to change or mix different single mechanisms as seen in 
the light of etic analysis, such as reforming capital markets without changing the labour mar-
kets, because the mechanisms are interdependent in the emic dimension via the actors’s iden-
tities (for a related game theoretic view, see Bednar and Page 2007). For example, reforming 
capital markets might induce changes in the identities of managers which directly affect the 
mechanisms in the labour markets (compare Aoki 2003). 
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In a nutshell, the etics refers to the strategic games that actors play, and the emics to the lan-
guage game (in the Wittgensteinian sense) into which the former are embedded (compare 
Ross 2005, 2007). This approach concurs with recent attempts at establishing an ‘economics 
of identity’, if we do not just take certain social categories for granted that are involved in 
fixing identities in different networks of relationships (as mainly done in Akerlof and Kranton 
2000), but also heed attention to the fact that those categories are linguistically mediated, and 
hence objects of creative sense-making on part of the actors (Davis 2003, 2007). 

How can we relate this approach to the economic analysis of institutions? I propose to analyze 
this dynamics according to Aoki’s more recent scheme, which has been firstly and compre-
hensively presented in Aoki (2001) and later modified according to figure one (Aoki 2007, 
2011). The major difference between the schemes relates with a concept that is central for my 
approach to culture. Whereas in Aoki (2001) emphasis is still laid on the coordination among 
cognitive or mental models among different actors (for similar approaches, see Denzau and 
North 1994, North 2005), Aoki (2011) emphasises the role of external artefacts in establishing 
the coordination of actions via institutionalization.  

Aoki distinguishes between two different dualities, i.e. between the individual level and the 
level of systemic interactions, and the behavioral level as opposed to the cognitive level. It is 
essential to see that the cognitive level is not congruent with the level of individuals but in-
cludes population level processes. This interaction has been much emphasized in recent de-
velopments of cognitive science under the heading of ‘distributed cognition’ (Hutchins 1995, 
Sterelny 2004; for an economic reception, see North 2005). Further, the behavioral level does 
not only include the individual level, but also coordinated patterns of behavior in populations, 
which I have related with the notion of performativity recently (Herrmann-Pillath 2010, 
2012). These interactions across the dual dimensions emerge from the circular causality that 
drive the institutionalization of behavior.  

Figure 1: The Aoki model (modified after Aoki 2011) 
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I further argue that the behavioral dimension corresponds to what Kuran identifies as materi-
alist dimension, and I refer to as etics, and that the cognitive dimension matches with the cul-
tural dimension, i.e. the emics in my parlance. The interaction between the two dimensions 
results from the essential process of information compression, according to Aoki. In the etic 
dimension, we meet the standard object of economics, namely the interactions, often strategi-
cally interdependent, between actors which reap pay-offs that determine their relative posi-
tions in subsequent stages of interactions. Aoki now argues that these recursive states of play 
are summarized by sets of public representations of those states which impact on the behav-
ioral choices of the actors. Those representations summarize the complex sequences and re-
sults of the interactions and thereby reduce the complexity of individual choices. This classi-
fies as a process of distributed cognition, i.e. the public representations are shared in a popula-
tion of actors and thereby reduce the cognitive load for the individuals. According to Aoki, 
this results from the fact that the representations induce sets of individual beliefs, which are 
coordinated among the population, yet without converging necessarily (e.g. beliefs about the 
labour market can be different between workers and employers). Thus, the resulting behavior 
is channelled into a particular direction, namely the stabilization of the recurrent states of 
play.  

I posit that this can be interpreted as the duality of performative action and distributed cogni-
tion. An action is ‘performative’ if it is expressive in the sense of creating the social fact that 
is implied by this action (for related uses of the term in organization theory, see D’Adderio 
2011). That is, the action causes a certain pay-off in material terms, but simultaneously ex-
presses the identity of the actor. In expressing the identity, the actor relies cognitively on cer-
tain sets of publicly shared representations, which reduces the cognitive load of strategic 
choices. In linking those two dimensions, one central phenomenon comes to the fore, i.e. hu-
man language. Linguistic entities are the most important cultural items which establish the 
linkages between the two levels of interactions, i.e. the etics and the emics.  

We can now present a precise definition of cultural causality in economic analysis. The dis-
tinction between emics and etics is universal, i.e. we cannot simply say that culture is where 
the emics is. Basically, the Aoki model describes any kind of institution in terms of a circular 
causality involving performativity and distributed cognition, mediated by external artefacts, 
i.e. public representations. Cultural causation occurs when we observe institutional comple-
mentarities which can be measured by means of etical analysis, but which essentially rely on 
the embeddedness of actors’ identities into systems of public representations, which can only 
be specified empirically by emic analysis. In other words, if we can show that the recurrence 
of the states of play essentially depends on the sense making activities of the actors, which in 
turn create interdependencies across different states or even domains, we are justified to talk 
about ‘cultural causation’. 

2.2 A few nuts and bolts for cultural analysis 

What are the implications of this framework for the empirical analysis of institutional change? 
The most fundamental implication is that there can be no methodological primacy for etic 
analysis, which always needs to be accompanied by the emic reconstruction of meanings. For 
example, if institutional change enlarges the scope for private entrepreneurship, it is not suffi-
cient to analyze the resulting pay-offs in terms of economic opportunities, but we also have to 
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consider the social meanings associated with the role of ‘entrepreneurs’. Further, institutions 
themselves have meanings and have to be interpreted by the actors who react on certain incen-
tives and sanctions in following an institution (compare Searle 2005). In this context, the 
emics/etics distinction relates with other distinctions proposed in the literature, such as infor-
mal vs. formal institutions (North 1990). For example, in many circumstances formal institu-
tions in terms of written rules can be conceived in etic terms, whereas their implementation in 
specific societies involves the interaction with existing informal institutions, which can be 
seen as interpretive action, hence can be analyzed in emic terms. 

Now, in order to make the concept of culture operational in the context of the Aoki model, I 
propose to distinguish between four different aspects of the circular causality involved in in-
stitutionalization (fig. 2): units or elements, patterns, processes and states, which are recur-
sively related, that is, a state resulting from a patterned process involving certain elements can 
become a unit in turn. Units or elements are the basic objects of cultural creativity, hence in-
terpretive activity. In the Aoki model, an element relates with a set of public representations 
that is stable through time. 

In emphasizing the role of elements, I start with the perspective of cultural atomism. This 
means that I consider a number of units of culture, which correspond to sets of public repre-
sentations in particular populations of agents. Elements can be single organizational proce-
dures, certain artefacts, or linguistic entities, or any other object which is socially shared. Es-
pecially, elements can be referred to abstract and general categories, and with relation to insti-
tutional analysis can be ‘formal institutions’, ‘informal institutions’, ‘cognitive schemes’ and 
‘routines’, in particular. For example, a ‘private entrepreneur’ is a legal category, a stereotype, 
or a specific person at a particular time and place. These can be deconstructed into sets of 
formal and informal institutions, and related cognitive schemes. The notion of cultural crea-
tivity implies that these elements can be reshuffled, mixed and reinterpreted in limitless ways.  

However, human interpretive activity strives to establish patterns, i.e. makes sense of ele-
ments in their relationships with other elements. A pattern arranges elements into a larger con-
text of sense-making activities, esepcially with reference to fixing the identities of actors. For 
example, the roles of private entrepreneurs relate with other roles in society, such as govern-
ment officials. There may be certain shared conceptions of these roles, such as that the proper-
ties that make up a successful entrepreneur may not be the relevant ones for being a good 
government official. These patterns coalesce into frames for actions, which corresponds to the 
beliefs in Aoki’s original scheme. The actions create the interdependence between the emic 
and the etic dimensions, as they are driven by the frames that reflect the patterns of elements, 
hence are emic in nature, but lead to material consequences, which are etic. For example, en-
trepreneurs accumulate wealth, which is displayed in expensive imported cars. If these conse-
quences converge into recurrent states of play, such as a certain number of private entrepre-
neurs achieving those positions and becoming discernible in society as a particular group, this 
results into states of play. There is no intrinsic property of a state beyond the fact of recur-
rence through time. Therefore, the stability of certain states essentially depends on becoming 
an element in turn, which closes the causal circuitry. 

A state can become an object of interpretive activity, in turn, thereby resulting into the con-
struction of a new element, which can be the object of a new causal circle. Thus, private en-
trepreneurs may be recognized as a separate group in society, which leads to new conceptuali-
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zations of social structure, relations of power and so forth. These conceptualizations are re-
flected in sets of public representations, which channel further sense making activities. 

Figure 2: Framework for empirical analysis of cultural causality 

These are my nuts and bolts for analyzing cultural causality. Compared to existing economic 
approaches, I introduce two conceptual novelties. The first that I do not treat culture as the 
legacy of the past, but as present creative activity of individuals who deal with sets of cultural 
items (units or elements) or ‘public representations’ in trying to make sense of their strategic 
interactions in society. This approach clearly refutes cultural determinism which is strangely 
dominating cultural analysis in economics today. The second is that I dissolve the micro-
macro distinction into two concepts which are processual in character, i.e. distributed cogni-
tion and performativity. By means of this distinction, I am able to bridge the micro-macro gap 
in current cultural economics. 

3 The cultural embeddedness of institutional change in China 

I will now further develop my analytical framework in seeking applications on the case of 
China. I select three topics, which seem to be of high level of generality and refer to specific 
features of the Chinese economy: ‘Networks’, ‘Localism’, and ‘Modernism’ (cf. Herrmann-
Pillath 2006). The ‘Networks’ perspective sees the interaction between formal institutions and 
economic actions as being mediated via culturally specific forms of network construction. 
‘Localism’ refers to the peculiar dynamics of the interaction between the central government 
and local governments in China, which has attracted considerable analytical attention re-
cently. ‘Modernism’ relates to the particular phenomenon of reflecting upon the Chinese cul-
tural legacy in the context of economic growth, and is manifested in one essential feature of 
Chinese contemporary economy and society, i.e. the rural-urban dualism. In presenting my 
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analysis, I follow one line of thinking that has been articulated already in Redding’s (1990, 
1996) seminal analyses of Chinese economic and business behavior in Hong Kong and 
Southeast Asia, namely emphasizing the hybridization of cultural forms in the process of 
modernization. This hybridization is the core process of cultural creativity. The role of culture 
in contemporary Chinese economic development cannot be reduced to the impact of past tra-
ditions on the present, but lies at the very heart of modernization. 

3.1 Networks and relational collectivism in the Chinese market economy 

The analysis of networks relates with the individualism/collectivism distinction which speci-
fies the attitudes of actors in social interactions. I claim that most economic uses of these 
terms fail to recognize the fact that this distinction is a cultural one, in turn. In the Chinese 
context, this means that we have to adopt the emic perspective to understand the cultural logic 
of interactions. It is standard lore in cultural analyses of China to classify China as a collectiv-
ist society. Although there is plenty of apparently supporting empirical evidence on this, es-
pecially when including cross-disciplinary aspects, there are increasing doubts on the validity 
of this duality. Interestingly, these result from psychology in the first place, but are further 
substantiated by the emic view on Chinese social relations (for a more detailed analysis, see 
Herrmann-Pillath 2009). The latter starts out from the consideration of ‘guanxi’, i.e. social 
relations, in particular (Yang 1994, 2002, Gold et al. 2002). Subsequently, I develop the claim 
that the difficulties in grasping the exact meaning of guanxi exactly reflect the transition from 
the material / etic to the cultural / emic dimension, and that they manifest themselves in pecu-
liar empirical phenoma in the Chinese economy, especially in the context of institutional 
change. 

In the analysis of cultural patterns of social interaction, recent psychological research tends to 
discard the simple dualism of individualism vs. collectivism because the empirics reveals 
many contextual factors that influence the relevant behavioral expressions, and because the 
term ‘collectivism’ remains underspecified in identifying the relevant level of collective (for a 
comprehensive survey, see Brewer and Chen 2007). In the most simple way we have to dis-
tinguish between abstract groups which are defined according to shared properties of indi-
viduals (all buddhists) on the one hand, and on the other hand concrete groups which are de-
fined according to manifest and actual social interactions (the budhhist monks of a particular 
monastery). The latter concurs with relational collectivism, the former with group collectiv-
ism, or, as I prefer to call it, ‘categorial collectivism’. For example, a person may be weak in 
categorial collectivism (e.g. lacking loyalty to the nation, or to the company etc.) but strong in 
relational collectivism (as alluded to in the famous claim of early Chinese 20th century re-
formers that the Chinese appear to be a ‘fistful of sand’). There are important examples where 
both seem to fall together, such as in the family, if the abstract group is also the unit of recur-
rent relations. However, the distinction is of particular relevance when analyzing the interac-
tion with individualism. This is because the threefold distinction does no longer allow to lo-
cate the two dimensions in one continuum as two extremes (as in the famous Hofstede 
scheme), but requires to treat individualism as a behavior that is expressed in the context of 
either of the two forms of collectivism.  

There are other approaches in modifying the individualism/collectivism dichotomy, which I 
cannot consider in more detail here, that distinguish between ‘vertical’ (emphasizing hierar-
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chy) and ‘horizontal’ (emphasizing equality) forms of both collectivism and individualism, 
thus introducing a four-dimensional framework for cross-cultural comparisons (Shavitt et al. 
2010). Then, cultural similarities across countries may result from the shared feature of verti-
cality (such as the US and China), and interfere with the individualism/collectivism opposi-
tion. These distinctions can also be referred to the dual approach to collectivism that I adopt 
here, because group collectivism implies hierarchical subordination of classes of concepts. 
Further, it is important to notice that individuals within culturally defined populations can also 
show cultural variations along these dimensions. And finally, individuals differ in activating 
different aspects of collectivism, depending on the specific setting of interactions, with this 
activation pattern in turn displaying cultural specificity. This refers to the three conceptions of 
the self in self-construal theory, namely the individual self, the relational self and the collec-
tive self, where the individualism/collectivism dichotomy is activated differently depending 
on whether individuals deal with in-group or out-group relations. For example, when dealing 
with in-group relations, relational collectivists emphasize the relational self, and categorial 
collectivists activate the collective self (cf. Li 2008). Interestingly, the complexity of the Chi-
nese notion of the self has been noticed by Chinese studies for long (Metzger 1977, Saari 
1982). 

These distinctions fit particularly well into the indiginous descriptions of social relationships 
(for overviews, see King 1994 or Gabrenya and Hwang 1996). Traditionally as well as into 
modern times, China can be located in the relational collectivism domain, however concurrent 
with a strong individualistic drive in social relationships. This is because even in the tradi-
tional understanding, social relations are seen as fundamentally open and as being actively 
construed by the individual. The standard picture of authoritarian patrilineal groups certainly 
applies for the official Confucian doctrine, as it was actively imposed on Chinese society after 
the Neo-Confucian turn, and in particular under the Qing (Faure 2007). But this ‘great tradi-
tion’ differed from the Chinese ‘little tradition’, and even stood in tension with it frequently. 
This view concurs with recent revisionist work in economic history which emphasizes the 
institutional similarities between the traditional Chinese market economy and the conditions 
in Europe at the eve of the ‘Great Divergence’ (e.g. Wong 1997 and Pommeranz 2000, or 
other work surveyed by Arrighi 2007). 

The Chinese ‘little tradition’ was fundamentally shaped by market interactions, as has been 
shown seminally by Skinner (1964/65) in his analysis of traditional Chinese markets as social 
systems. The basic unit of traditional rural society until most recently was the market, and not 
the village, which was paradoxically constituted as elementary unit only by recent Maoism 
(Shue 1988). The market was essential not only as the focus for economic transactions, but 
especially for the establishment of affinal kinship relations via village exogamy. Market 
transactions were embedded into social networks, in turn. As a result, many groups in Chinese 
society were in fact flexible arrangements centering around individuals who strove to build 
reliable contexts for individual advancement and benefit, and which could span wide cross-
regional networks e.g. in merchant activities. This is also reflected in the fundamental opposi-
tion between ‘vertical’ and ‘horizontal’ relations in the ‘Great’ and the ‘Little’ traditions, re-
spectively: The government actively aimed at imposing vertical principles in local group for-
mation, especially in the context of the lineage, but important alternatives were also always 
available, in which equality was emphasized, such as in the recurrent social movements 
(peasant uprisings, secret societies, sisterhoods, sectarian organizations etc.). 
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Yang (2007) has argued that this pattern undergoes a strong revival in many rural and urban-
izing places in China, epitomized in the ‘ritual economy’, in her parlance. Chinese religious 
behavior, old and new, is closely intertwined with economic behavior, and the market towns 
traditionally were also sites of intense religious life (for the case of Taiwan, which can serve 
as a reference with less political obstruction against popular religion in the past, see Pennarz 
1994). This is also true today for the rural and rapidly urbanizing rural places as well, involv-
ing traditional Chinese popular religion or Daoism as well as new religious beliefs, in particu-
lar Christianity (compare Cao 2008). 

This situation is reflected in a remarkable continuity of indigenous perceptions and descrip-
tions of social relationships. In post-reform Chinese villages, we witness a resurgence of tradi-
tional ways of interaction that can be also found in earlier centuries (for an extensive case 
study and theoretical reconstruction along the lines summarized below, see Chang 2010). 
These focus on central notions such as the flow of gifts and mutual help patterned according 
to local understandings of propriety, the distinction between moral and social face, and the 
activation of shared identities. One of the distinctive features of networking in the Chinese 
context is the idea of long-term reciprocity which explicitly requires short-term imbalances to 
sustain a relationship. Indeed, in Hofstede’s (1991) set of cultural dimensions it was China 
that forced researchers to introduce a new dimension, long-term orientation, in which Chinese 
and East Asian societies manifest maximum values. Relational collectivism finds expression 
in the complex rules of li shang wanglai, which go beyond the narrow domain of guanxi. This 
classical Confucian term refers to the ongoing construction of relationships by maintaining 
and developing interactions (wang lai) according to certain rules of proper behavior in par-
ticular contexts (li shang). These rules provide reasons for actions, which are in turn recog-
nized publicly. Thus, every individual is continuously occupied with moving across different 
social domains and arranging networks of relationships among them. Long-term obligations 
are only possible with a strong moral motivation to meet them. This is the specific place 
where Confucian morality comes into play, but also the impact of ancestor worship which is 
the foundation of the phenomeon of family individualism, as well as notions of kharma in 
Buddhism (cf. Yang’s 1957 classic analysis). In the traditional Chinese understanding, obliga-
tions resulting from ongoing interactions have validity even across different generations. It is 
fascinating to observe that these patterns manifest stability across many centuries: Based on 
the detailed analysis of the flow of artworks among Ming-dynasty elites, Clunas (2004) shows 
how individuals crafted their social relationships actively, and identifies the parallels with 
guanxi practices in Chinese villages today (e.g. Yan 1996, Kipnis 1996, 2002). 

My analysis is especially important to understand one basic fact about contemporary Chinese 
society, which is the astonishingly high degree of general trust according to the standard 
measures used in the social sciences. According to the traditional account, Chinese social be-
havior shows a steep decline of trust across the borders of the more narrow and intimate 
groups of family and kinship (e.g. Landa 1994). In contemporary China, we observe levels of 
general trust which go far beyond other transitional and developing economies, and which 
approach Skandinavian levels (for pertinent data of the World Values Survey, see Herrmann-
Pillath 2009). In fact, we can surmise that the traditional account mainly reflects Chinese atti-
tudes under conditions of colonial rule and migration, hence diaspora status. Under normal 
conditions, the art of social relations in China actually contributes to a high level of confi-
dence into the individual capacities to construct open social networks. This can even produce 
paradoxical results: Li and Wu (2007) have argued that many forms of corruption in China 
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actually depend on high levels of trust and reinforce trust, because of the long-term nature of 
networks. Thus, for instance, a favour does not need to be balanced by another favour or bribe 
immediately, because imbalanced reciprocity keeps the relationship going: Corruption in 
China is not mainly about spot transactions. This is only reliable if there is a moral commit-
ment on the two sides, thus paradoxically sustaining moral behavior through corrupt relation-
ships. 

One particularly salient proof of the interdependence between social relations and general 
trust is Tsai’s (2002, 2007) research into local accountability. Tsai argues that in Chinese vil-
lages and townships the specific shape and structure of social relationships directly deter-
mines the performance of local leaders in producing public goods. Villages which are very 
similar in the level of development and which often are in close distance to each other can 
nevertheless manifest very different levels of public goods provision, also affecting economic 
development. The most important variables that explain these differences are the existence of 
lineages and temple organizations, because those social structures embed leaders’ social net-
works into long-term relations which are morally grounded and provide a public sphere where 
their behavior is open to scrutiny. This is another expression of Yang’s (2007) notion of the 
ritual economy, which I will pick up again in the next section. Clearly, the re-emergence of 
traditional popular religion in China is a contested area, where very often vigorous local ini-
tiatives meet with local government repression, and attempts at channeling the initiatives into 
other fields. Yet, these activities always meet contesting interpretations of different social 
groups, which also provide the space and opportunity for cultural creativity (see Siu 1995). 

To summarize, I claim that contemporary economic performance in China is deeply related 
with a cultural pattern of relational collectivism and individualism, which is rooted in China’s 
past, i.e. her traditional market economy and society. However, this is not just a shadow of the 
past, but individuals today activate the symbolic resources of tradition to shape their future. 
These patterns form a substantial part of social capital in China, which has been identified as 
central driver of divergent economic performance in numerous research contributions. In the 
rural areas this interdependence is visible in the revival of many traditional practices in relig-
ion, kinship and social relations. 

3.2 Localism and the cultural embeddedness of central-local relations in China 

Relational collectivism is directly related with the phenomenon of localism in China, because 
concrete social relations are located at specific points in time and place. The special role of 
localities in China’s political economy has been emphasised for long and has achieved para-
digmatic status in the ‘quasi federalism’ paradigm (Qian and Weingast 1996). In fact, the 
problem of setting up a proper institutional framework for central and local administrations is 
a constant in Chinese history, and some important structures, such as the division of the coun-
try into counties, manifest resilience over millenia (for a survey, see Chung and Lam 2010). 
However, there are different expressions on different levels of the territorial hierarchy which 
might not lead back to the same cultural determinants. In particular, there are interactions be-
tween traditional patterns and modern organizational innovations. 

I argue that localism in China today relates both with the etic and the emic dimension, but 
involves different elements in the latter. Regarding the etic dimension, localism results from 
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standard problems of principal-agent relations with asymmetric information, especially in the 
context of multiple principals contexts. Given the vast size of China, the diversity of local 
conditions, and the limited informational capacity of any central organization, this problem 
establishes a strong continuity between the past and the present (Ma 2011). In spite of the 
tremendous increase of information and communication technologies in recent times, this is 
matched by the growing complexity of local issues, especially in the context of economic de-
velopment. In China in particular, it is further leveraged by the challenge of comprehensive 
institutional changes under uncertainty. This has been classically analyzed by Che and Qian’s 
(1998a,b) account of the rise of TVEs in China. These authors argued that the emergence of 
local government owned enterprise in China is a peculiar institutional response to the problem 
of how a potentially predatory central government can credibly contain these activities. Ab-
sent a fully fledged enforcable rule of law, both private and state ownership may be inefficient 
solutions relative to local government ownership, because in case of the former there are 
strong incentives for revenue hiding, wheras in case of the latter there are no incentives for 
production. Local ownership aligns the interests of central and local governments, such that 
local governments increase revenue for both, which partly is invested into local public goods, 
and at the same time local governments have stronger incentives for production, though less 
than in the pure private ownership regime (which explains the privatization drive in China 
that emerged since the late 1990s). On the other hand, private entrepreneurs have stronger 
trust into local governments, so that the hold-up problem regarding their investment is over-
come. These incentive problems are very similar to the low-tax high-equilibrium trap growth 
regime in Imperial China, as analyzed in Ma (2011). 

However, Smyth (1997) has pointed out that these specific forms of governance are also cul-
turally embedded in the sense that guanxi relationships provide an environment where mutual 
claims can be safeguarded and enforced even with insecure property rights. Indeed, even after 
privatization many private enterprises remain embedded into a web of informal relations 
which also imply that part of the residual income continues to be claimed by local govern-
ments, for example, in the shape of donations or various fees. Especially, management-buy-
outs often occur with very low asset prices, which actually reflect the continuing symbiosis 
between local governments and entrepreneurs: The low price keeps claims of local govern-
ments valid, in the sense of an investment into the private business (Li and Rozelle 2003). 
Guanxi relations, building on long-term reciprocity and mutual trust, can create substitutes for 
private property rights under the rule of law, though against the background of a large variety 
of different kinds of ‘local states’ in China, reaching from predatory to entrepreneurial gov-
ernments (Baum and Shevchenko 1999). 

Government in modern China manifests an amazing coexistence of domains where central 
control is established with even draconic means down to the grassroots level (e.g. population 
policies) whereas in other areas local autonomy is often substantial, even against central inter-
ests. In fact, local autonomy is continuously negotiated across different levels of government, 
which certainly departs from the notion of ‘federalism’, where these rights would be en-
shrined in constitutional rules. There are multi-facetted cultural determinants of this phe-
nomenon, which include forces that only emerged during the recent processes of institutional 
and organizational modernization. 

One is that localism directly relates with experimentalism, and in this contexts reflects the 
specific organizational culture of the CCP in the 20th century. Heilmann (2008) has shown 
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how the specifically Chinese approach to policy administration goes back to earlier experi-
ences during the Maoist Yan’an period and even early Republican China. These emphasized 
adaptation to local conditions, the selection and propagation of model cases and the emer-
gence of a whole bunch of special policy slogans (such as you dian dao mian) and administra-
tive routines. Under Maoist extremism, these policies were linked up with the recurrent 
launch of campaigns aiming at policy convergence across the country, which, however, 
mainly emphasized ideological and formal convergence, eventually allowing much scope for 
divergence, such as when factually fusing traditional kinship and village structures with the 
organization of People’s Communes (Potter and Potter 1990). 

On an even deeper level, experimentalism relates with traditional beliefs about the spiritual 
powers of contingencies in localities, which can be grasped, among other ways, by feng shui 
techniques. In popular religion, the locality was always represented in different gods, such as 
the Earth god, that were the object of rituals at local temples. Chinese traditional religion has 
always been organized in terms of concentric cycles of ascriptions, which were intersparsed 
by wider ranging activities, such as pilgrimages, and were embedded into hierarchical concep-
tions of the pantheon of ghosts, that reflected the inner-wordly bureacracy, yet maintained the 
potentially disruptive force of local heterodoxy (Feuchtwang 1992). The hierarchical sheng 
meets with the the ling of the locality, which represents the creative, non-predictable forces in 
social life (Dean 2003). The institutional setup of experimentalism in China today amazingly 
matches with the culturalist control pattern in Imperial China that emphasized the orthopraxy 
relative to the convergence of beliefs and allowed for divergent local interpretations of what 
were otherwise centrally controlled and disseminated cultural items (Watson and Watson 
2004: 269ff., 423ff.). Although this dualistic picture of orthopraxy and heterodoxy has been 
questioned in recent research (overview in Sutton 2007), this has only further emphasized the 
complexity of central/local relations in China. Culturalist unification of symbols and rituals 
allowed for a wide range of actual interpretations and even heteropraxy, which sometimes 
disguised itself in the appropriate manipulation of officially legitimate symbols. 

This creative tension between orthopraxy and heterodoxy also seems to inhere one of the most 
fundamental features of administrative practice in modern China that was highlighed for the 
first time by Schurmann (1966), namely the tiao / kuai dichotomy. Whereas the tiao authority 
relations often only include the so-called ‘professional relations’ (yewu guanxi), it is the kuai 
that represents the territorial disciplinary and budgetary controls, hence the locus of power. 
These relations have been constantly shifting, and manifesting a clear centralization tendency 
recently (Mertha 2005). However, even where it succeeded, it resulted into new forms of local 
power expressions, always falling short of a full-scale assertment of central power. Mertha’s 
analysis of ‘soft centralization’ at the provincial level is reflected in the long-standing fact of a 
low degree of inter-provincial economic integration in China, which shows up even in post 
WTO statistical data (the seminal analysis is Young 2000; for most recent results and a litera-
ture survey, see Herrmann-Pillath et al. 2011): China’s marketization shows the clear patterns 
of localism, in spite of increasing integration on higher regional levels. 

In this sense, the phenomenon of localism in China is closely connected with the phenomenon 
of culturalism, which refers to the establishment of integrated structures of power and social 
control via the active regulation of cultural symbols by the Imperial state. Culturalism has 
been identified as the essence of the traditional approach to government in late Imperial 
China, which is also Confucian in important respects, with its emphasis on social learning and 
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education. The recent patterns of experimentalism closely match with the cultural controls 
operating in Imperial China, such as the leeway left for local activities, and the corresponding 
central processes of observing the results and finally channelling local practices via cross-
regional promulgation of proper rituals, also including the many failures in achieving its aims 
(e.g. Pomeranz 2007). For example, in an earlier paper (Herrmann-Pillath 2000), I have 
claimed that there are substantial family resemblances between the way how popular religion 
was governed in Imperial China, and how meanings of statistical data are negotiated across 
different levels of government in contemporary China. The common ground can be discov-
ered when we consider the way how meanings of symbols are negotiated between localities 
and central authorities. The Chinese language obtains the status of a powerful metaphor in this 
regard (Sutton 2007: 11). With the disjunction of written and spoken language, the Chinese 
script as a coherent and centrally controlled medium of language co-existed with a family of 
languages which manifested linguistic diversity that was and is as large as in Europe, at least. 
Formal homogenization has coexisted with the diversity of lingustic practice. In a similar 
vein, the Imperial government always struggled with maintaining a certain coherence of 
meanings across the huge diversity of local beliefs. Chinese popular religion directly reflects 
this role of government in imagining a pantheon of gods that mirrors the official bureacracy, 
while at the same time maintaing the diversity of interpretations and even the creative powers 
of local contexts, where entirely new interpretations and religious objects may become active. 

When China launched the economic reforms in 1978, a statistical apparatus was almost non-
existent, as a consequence of the Cultural revolution. As a result, the development of a mod-
ern statistical system was a matter of generational change, requiring the education and train-
ing of experts on all levels of government. Beyond the necessary expertise, this has also been 
a question of how statistical work is conceptualized. One Achilles heel of the Chinese system 
was always that numbers are not only a way to depict reality as accurately as possible, but 
also to communicate political intentions and to manifest achievement. This stands in the long 
tradition of historical thinking in China, which, as a foremost example of empirical work in 
traditional societies, always was seen as driven both by the need to depict actual events and to 
promulgate a moral worldview. As a result, the Chinese statistical system remains problem-
atic until most recently (Holz 2008). Statistics is partly a public which does not only reflect 
reality in an objective way, but also the sincerety of the corresponding policy intentions.  

The role of culturalism in China can be traced back to fundamental divergences between cog-
nitive structures that are salient when comparing Chinese and Western cognitive styles. This 
is certainly contested terrain, but it is remarkable that Chinese administrative practices also go 
back to the import of ideas of American pragmatism, namely Dewey (Heilmann 2008: 19ff.), 
which reflected a specific epistemological position standing in tension with mainstream West-
ern philosophical traditions. This position comes close to more abstract cognitive patterns that 
have been summarized under the heading of ‘field dependence’ (Nisbett 2003). Interestingly, 
in this research the question remains open whether cognitive styles are conditioned on social 
structures or whether the latter originate from cognitive styles (Ji et al. 2000). In my view, this 
ambivalence reflects the embedding functioning of culture. Field dependent cognition mani-
fests a comparatively strong impact of context on the perception of single items, and empha-
ses relational properties of items, such as when emphasizing relations as opposed to classifi-
cations (which clearly corresponds to the duality of relational collectivism versus categorial 
collectivism) (Ji et al. 2004). Thus, we can posit the hypothesis that localism in China is also 
an expression of field-dependent cognition, which even is reflected in explicitly designed pol-
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icy approaches to collective learning, i.e. experimentalism. This might also correlate with 
other aspects of cognitive styles, which are reflected in one of the most essential artefacts of 
Chinese culture, the Chinese script. Chinese writing reflects the principle of modularization in 
diverse contexts, reshuffling similar elements in ever-new combinations, while maintaining an 
overarching integration (Ledderose 2000). Further, as it is well documented in psychological 
research (Shavill et al. 2010), compared to Western ones, Chinese subjects show a greater 
readiness to accept contradicting propositions and positions, depending on contexts, which is 
again reflected in the emics of Chinese tradition, where the separation between ‘ritual’ and 
‘belief’ did not concur with Western interpretations (Sutton 2007). 

To sum up, we have a great number of empirical observations about institutional change and 
economic processes in China which point towards a distinct causal role of the local level, such 
as the relationship between local governments and the local economy, central-local relations 
in administration or the patterns of inter-regional economic integration. These phenomena can 
be partly traced to cultural determinants, if we recognize the many family resemblances be-
tween them and the long tradition of minimalist Imperial rule in China (Huang 2008). 

3.3 Modernism: Relying on culture to launch cultural transformation 

The final cultural pattern that I wish to analyze is modernism, albeit only briefly. This seems 
opposite of the notion of traditional culture, for sure, but paradoxically builds on traditional 
values as well. This is because the traditional idea of the universal malleability of people 
through education also supports the idea that the modern individual can be created by fiat, 
under the guidance of the state which claims to be the vanguard of modernity. This is an ex-
cellent example how simple dichotomies between past and present implode in the face of in-
terpretive creativity of people, often with unintended consequences. It is the Chinese penchant 
for modernization which is partly Confucian in essence, as far as the underlying anthropology 
is concerned. 

After a series of failed efforts of modernization, and facing the humiliation of being side-
tracked by Japan, modernization became the guiding principle of Chinese politics after the 
May Fourth Movement in 1919. It is essential to realize that this has affected all dimensions 
of social life in China, with long-term repercussions until the present. One conspicious exam-
ple is consumerism. The consumer is a neglected factor in China’s current economic perform-
ance: Chinese consumers are extremely innovative and receptive to all kinds of novelties, 
always in search for upgrading their lifestyles (Wang 2008). Marketing experts are well aware 
of the fact that this dynamics directly relates with some traditional behavioral patterns, in par-
ticular the concern for face and reputation. For example, the rapidly expanding sales of luxury 
goods in China partly connect with the gift economy in guanxi relations, therefore also in-
volving male consumers in a significant way. Or, China has become the lead market for high-
end luxury cars, which transpires to lower quality levels, because consumers expect upgraded 
equipments everywhere. This role of consumption in Chinese society goes back to the 1920s, 
when Shanghai established its role as a the spearhead of prosperous lifestyles in China (Gerth 
2003). Upgrading and internationalizing consumption patterns was seen as a direct reflection 
of modernity, and hence supported by numerous civil society activities, also sponsored by the 
government. These societal concerns about consumption also find expression in specifically 
Chinese phenomena, such as the Shanzhai consumer culture that partly drives the rampant 
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violations of intellectual property rights in China. For many youths, appropriating and adapt-
ing foreign brands to the Chinese context, and making them available via counterfeits, is fac-
tually expressing the success of China’s modernization. This emergence of the modern con-
sumer was actively embedded into social engineering by the central government, which at the 
end of the 1990s supported the rise of the Chinese middle class by means of a wholesale pri-
vatisation of home ownership (Tomba 2004). 

Modern consumerism is necessarily related with urbanization, as it is exclusively associated 
with urban lifestyles. The technological lead of the urban economy in the socialist model is 
now leveraged by the cultural lead of the urban consumers. In this context, modernism sup-
ports a genuine cultural break with the past, in the form of the dualism between rural and ur-
ban areas. This dualism was institutionally enforced via the household registration hukou sys-
tem in the late 1950s, that artificially surpressed mobility between rural and urban places, 
thereby unintendedly reinforcing an emergent cultural divide between the two places. As a 
result, a caste-like system of classifying citizens according to different statuses of the place of 
household registration was created, which is only slowly being abolished today (Whyte et al. 
2010). The effect is visible to everybody visiting China’s cities: After the loosening of the 
restrictions to migration, tens of millions of migrant workers poured into the cities and be-
came one of the factors creating competitive advantages of China, both in industry and infra-
structure construction. But the two groups are culturally distinct in visible ways, even includ-
ing the colour of the skin, language and dressing. Thus, Chinese economic performance is 
fundamentally shaped by the modernist cultural hegemony of cities over villages.  

Evidently, this cultural hegemony introduces a special component into the culturalist patterns 
of political control in China, while at the same time reinforcing localism, especially in the 
countryside. The cultural cleavage between the cities and the villages recreates a gap between 
‘great’ and ‘little tradition’ that drives the reemergence of traditional patterns in the rural ar-
eas. This is only superficially overcome by the rapid diffusion of modern consumer culture 
and the homogenization of behavioral standards via popular television series. However, mod-
ernism also drives the re-creation of traditions in cultural novelties in urban areas, such as the 
emergence of new religious movements that, among others, build on traditional Qigong prac-
tices (Chen 2003). The government struggles to keep the lid on these developments, as it 
claims to be the vanguard of modernization, thus abhorring any sort of ‘superstition’. But it is 
precisely the speed of modernization that creates the demand for sense-making on part of the 
affected individuals. 

All these efforts coalesce into certain ideas about the ‘quality’ suzhi of the Chinese individual 
and population (Kipnis 2006). Modernism is the basis for the specifically Chinese approach to 
biopolitics (Greenhalgh and Winckler 2005). One area is education, where suzhi denotes the 
aim to increase the quality of individuals by means of imbueing them with certain qualities 
and competences. This intermingles with the towering role of population policy in Post Mao 
China, which aims at increasing quality via the reduction of the number of children (Murphy 
2004). It is fascinating to observe that these ideas are also reflected in popular culture, as they 
concur with traditional conceptions of almost magical improvement of individuals in martial 
arts novels and movies, and are the main driver of the immense competitive pressure on chil-
dren in the Chinese educational system. As a result, Chinese society manifests a hidden sys-
tem of social hierarchies which reflects perceived differences in ‘qualities’, such as between 
migrant workers and the urban population. Modern consumption is one way how these hidden 
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qualities can find open expression, thus driving the dynamics of the demand side in China’s 
economic miracle. 

To summarize those very brief and superficial remarks, modernization in China is a cultural 
phenomenon of its own right, which can be identified as ‘modernism’. Modernism is a force 
that shapes many policy areas, reaching from technology policy over education to population 
policy. Partly, it is a modern variant of traditional Confucian beliefs about the malleability of 
individuals and the notion that education is a universal force of improvement. 

4 Conclusion: Putting the parts of the cultural whole together 

Pulling the different threads of the empirical overview together, I concentrate on localism, 
networks and culturalism as most important forces determining institutional change in China. 
Using the framework of fig. 2, I identify a number of ‘cultural units’ (fig. 3). It is essential to 
realize that these units are not themselves cultural phenomena, in the first step, but relate with 
symbols and linguistic entities, in the sense of Aoki’s ‘public representations’. Very often, we 
can identify cultural patterns by trying to understand the exact meaning of Chinese words, 
such as suzhi or guanxi.  

Especially, I distinguish between: 

� Formal institutions, such as legal texts and regulations, which, for example, define the 
rural-urban dichotomy in China, or which identify forms of ownership. 

� Informal institutions, such as the rules of proper behavior in guanxi networks, which are 
expressed in reciprocal exchange of gifts and favours, partly driving also consumerism, 

� Cognitive schemes, such as the specific attitudes towards orthopraxy, which fundamen-
tally relate with cognitive styles, such as field dependence, and are reflected in the han-
dling of symbols such as statistical data, 

� Routines of organizations, in particular the Communist party, such as the nomenklatura 
system and its implications for cadre assessment. 

These classes of items are arranged into patterns via the sense making activities of individuals 
who interact socially, for example in the setting of Chinese urbanizing villages. Thus, local-
ism is a pattern that relates guanxi interactions, cadre management routines, cognitive 
schemes and so forth into one coherent framework of interpreting actions and current states of 
economic development in a spatial context. Localism is a pattern of behavior, but also a cate-
gory in approaching social and political actions, such as in the context of experimentalism in 
policy design. As such, it is continuously negotiated among actors in different organizational 
contexts, which is basically the process of cultural creativity. 

Localism triggers locally bounded trajectories of growth and development, which are re-
flected in divergent growth, which is a hallmark of China’s recent development experience. 
Regional inequalities have increased substantially both on the larger cross-regional and the 
regional, even local scale. Institutional differences across regions cause different patterns of 
structural change, which coalesce into states. For example, the Zhejiang province pattern of 
private business is a substantial factor in determining divergent patterns of intraprovincial 
development. These states eventually turn into units and hence objects of cultural creativity. 
In the past, Zhejiang province was origin to the ‘pragmatic’ school of Confucianism, which 
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was in favour of commerce and opposed Neo-Confucian negations of ‘utility’ in favour of 
ritual and moral essence. So, today Zhejiang University has set up a Center for Confucian 
Entrepreneurs, thus actively reflecting the specific regional identity of the province. 

 

Figure 3: The dynamics of culture, institutional change and growth in China 

 

 

Patterns interact, such as localism with networks, which results into specifically Chinese 
forms of embedded ownership, with the regionalization of property rights even in the state 
owned sector, but especially on the local level, where business oscillates between community 
control and embedded private capitalism. Development in different regions of China becomes 
path dependent, so that it is difficult to summarize the nature of China’s economic system as a 
whole. This is a driver of another distinct Chinese phenomenon, the intense competition be-
tween local governments for opportunities to ecoomic growth. Culturalism provides the inte-
grative framework, and is represented in the ideology and political practices of the Commu-
nist Party. 

Recently, there has been much debate over the meaning and validity of a ‘China model’, 
sometimes even dubbed as the ‘Beijing consensus’ (Ramo 2004). Very often, in economics 
this idea centers around specific forms of economic policies and industrial policies (Rodrick 
2007). As my discussion has shown, this perspective is too narrow. One hallmark of China’s 
economic miracle is the underlying cultural complexity of interacting patterns across do-
mains. This complexity cannot be reduced to simple and elegant recipes that might serve as a 
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model for others, if only in the sense that China provides the motivation to reflect upon the 
complexity of your own culture. 
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